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Well‐balanced, comfortable and efficient professional
battery blower. The machine’s low noise level allows
you to work in the most public of settings. An easy
tap on the keypad starts the machine instantly at all
times and the cruise control means full focus on
blowing leafs and debris away. The blower also has a
boost power mode that gives you a little extra power
when needed.

Li‐ion power
The Li‐ion battery provides long
lasting power and top class
performance.

Ergonomic handle
Ergonomically shaped
handle for greater comfort
and easy access to the
controls.

Cruise control
Blowing speed can be set at
optionally rpm for optimum
handling.

Boost effect
Maximized blowing speed
during limited time through
easy accessible boost mode.

Advanced motor fan design
Best performance in pro
battery class due to the
advanced electric motor fan
design.

Lightweight design
Low total weight through
less components and
lightweight electric motor
in comparison with petrol
machines.

Additional features

Excellent ergonomics
Excellent ergonomics through its exceptional product
balance, comfortable handle grip and intuitive keypad.

Efficient brushless motor
Our in‐house developed, advanced brushless motor is 25 %
more efficient than a standard brush motor. This means
that the motor provides a high and consistent torque.

In lined outlet
The fan housing is designed so that the air stream is in
lined with the handle. This makes the machine very easy
to manoeuvre.

Comfortable working position
Working with harness and eyelet equipped machine gives
a comfortable working position.

Gear up for nonstop operation
Our battery accessories allow you to carry on and get the
job done as quickly and efficiently as possible.

Low noise levels
Low noise levels enable longer working hours and the
possibility to work in noise sensitive and restricted areas.

One battery fits all
The 36V Li‐ion battery pack is designed for demanding,
long lasting professional use. It fits all our handheld
machines, which allows you to quickly switch the same
battery between a trimmer, blower, chainsaw and hedge
trimmer and keep working.

Adjustable tube length
The blowing tube length is adjustable for best
performance.

Low maintenance
No refilling of fuel, less parts to serve and an
electronically controlled drive system means less
downtime and low operation costs.
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Technical data
Battery
Battery voltage 36 V

Battery type Li‐Ion

Battery runtime (free run) 21 min

Motor type BLDC (brushless)

Air
Air flow in housing 13.6 m³/min / 480.28 cfm

Air flow in pipe 12.5 m³/min / 441.43 cfm

Air speed 54 m/s / 120.79 mph

Vibration & noise data
Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) front / rear handle 0/0.5 m/s²

Sound pressure level at operators ear 82 dB(A)

Sound power level, guaranteed (LWA) 98 dB(A)

Overall dimensions
Weight (excl. battery and cutting equipment) 2.4 kg / 5.29 lbs

Logistical Data
Product size, LxWxH 90x12x27 cm / 35.43x4.72x10.63 inch

Accessories

967 24 19‐01
Battery BLi150

The Li‐ion
battery
provides long
lasting power
and top class
performance.

966 77 59‐01
BLi520X

The large Li‐ion battery provides long lasting
power and top class performance, and allows
you to work efficiently with fewer breaks for
changing battery. Wide, padded straps and
hip belt make the harness comfortable to
wear even through long shifts. Several
adjustment possibilities to fit both tall and
short users. The battery adapter fits all
Husqvarna handheld battery products.

966 77 60‐01
BLi940X

The large Li‐ion battery provides long lasting
power and top class performance, and allows
you to work efficiently with fewer breaks for
changing battery. Wide, padded straps and
hip belt make the harness comfortable to
wear even through long shifts. Several
adjustment possibilities to fit both tall and
short users. The battery adapter fits all
Husqvarna handheld battery products.


